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Global societies have witnessed degradation of coastal and marine ecosystems
supporting humans’ wellbeing for a long time while their actions to care the
ecosystems are just starting to be taken. MA (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment)
might be highlighted among striving efforts to evade ecological refugees. With
evolving ecosystem-based approach, ecosystem services as “the benefits people
obtain from ecosystems” is recently being incorporated into our discourse
framework. Rocketing number of study on ecosystem services is contributing to
architecting legal and institutional mechanisms for application of the services to
marine spatial management, but their outcomes are very limited.
Argument has been made among scholars on terminology and methodologies. The
term “ecosystem services” is even less familiar to lay people, managers, decisionmakers and politicians than “ecosystem”. Ecosystem services are not recognized in
the common language, but are sometimes considered to be “jargons”. It implies
that practical application of the ecosystem services to management would be not
likely, at least in the near future, to be incorporated into our reality. Global initiatives
such as TEEB and IPBES are galvanizing governments and relevant entities into
action to build methodological and institutional arrangements. Highly perceived
societies on the importance of ecosystem might require more time to welcome
service-based managed regime.
Translation of the jargon into “common language” could be a very challenging
issue, and consequently, constructing the ecosystem services infrastructure. We
identified challenges as follows: development of effective communication, scientific
verification on causality between changing ecology and its impact on economy,
accumulation of episodic evidences at local level, ecosystem valuation-based BC
analysis to heavy conflict issues, informative maps on dynamic of ecological and
economic values, minor amendment of laws or policies relevant to spatial
management, and enlightenment to leaders or opinion groups, then public at the
initial stage.
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